The symmetric quantum physics of the Universe demonstrates that the massive black holes developing in the post-inflation big-bang prompt the formation of the host galaxies around them. A general correlation between the variety of galaxies and black holes develops, a specific example of which is the celebrated (but not understood) mass correlation between the host elliptical galaxies and their core black holes. The elucidations and predictions in this exposition are inclusive and far-reaching, resolving a myriad of yet unsolved problems and quandaries in the evolving Universe, among which are: how the general galaxy-black hole correlations are established; what is the role of the dark matter and energy in the formation of galaxies and stars; how the spiral galaxies with less predominant black holes are formed; how the early star forming globular cluster emerged with sparse dark matter; why some galaxy mergers give rise to the starbursts, while other mergers switch the star flourishing galaxies off into grave yards; and how could the Universe have wound up as sheets and filaments of galaxy clusters encompassing great voids.
Introduction
Based on the symmetric quantum physics [1] , this paper explicates the general correlations developing between the variety of host galaxies and the core black holes in the post-inflation big bang. This is the culminate unraveling for the current preoccupation; its special case, among others, explains the observationally purported mass correlation between the core black hole mass, M b , and the host elliptical galaxy mass, M g , in the approximation [2] ,
The standard theory, on the other hand, submits that the stellar black holes-whose masses range up to O(30 )-in the early Universe, working along their host galaxies in mass correlation, grow incrementally over some billions of years to the ultra-massive size of in the expanding Universe through mergers, accretions, and AGN processes [3] .
However, those assertions of the standard theory are refuted by the experimental observations and theoretical analysis. Most of all, the size of the core black holes is negligibly small as compared with the spread of the host galaxies, and the major portion of the galaxies in the expanding Universe lies at a far enough distance to be immune from the influence of the core black holes. It has also been shown that the AGN processes could not have been a part of the proposed development [4] .
A dearth of intermediate black holes is found from the mass to the mass ⊙ [5] ; to overleap such a large gap, impossible O(1,000) simultaneous black hole mergers would in effect be required. Moreover, black holes of mass range 2 × (10 9 -10 10 M ⊙ ) have also been found in the dawn of time [6, 7] . Obviously, the standard theories have no systematic mechanism that could create such behemoth black holes from the foot-loose matters in the open early Universe [8] , giving support to the direct collapses, rather than the alleged mergers, for their formations. Inside the post-inflation big-bang, on the other hand, the situation seems to be designed for that particular chore of the early formation of galaxies and black holes.
The big-bang expands with its average (visible matter) density decreasing for a period of time to match those black holes from to inside the Schwarzschild radius. With the propitious propensity for gravitational collapse, the (visible) matter in the spheres are ready-made seeds for the black hole formation in the post-inflation big-bang (see §3). In fact, the news of observations of the black holes forming far earlier than expected, and the appearance of the large galaxies at much larger distance than anticipated in the standard theory are mounting with increasingly rapid strides [9] . These early galaxies and black holes must have in fact been formed even in seconds of the post-inflation big-bang [10, 11] .
Cosmology of the Quantum Symmetric Physics [1; see the Footnote 1]
The nature in essence is simple and often structured in symmetry. But the symmetry is not always obvious, one half of it being predisposed for classical interpretation, while the other half requires non-archetypal elaboration. Niels Bohr emphasized the importance of this cryptic symmetry in his principle of complementarity [19] : "The opposite of a profound truth may well be another profound truth." This truth was aptly demonstrated in the physics of Dirac's negative energy states that, after being dismissed to be physically meaningless, had led to the matter-antimatter symmetry in physics. The (non-physical) negative energy state turned out to be really a (physical) positive energy antimatter, indicating that incidental symmetries in mathematics do matter in physics.
In a simple analogy [19; see p. 132], the Dirac's matter-antimatter symmetry physics arises from the signs of square root of the square of the (positive) energy E, i.e.,
The next level symmetry arises from the square root sequel of Equation (2) for momentum p, E p,and
This is the basis for the physics of Hermitean-antiHermitean symmetry; the universal principle that is expounded in the quantum theory textbooks [20] .
The standard theory a priori limits its exploration to the Hermitean physics-where the energy is positive with real momentum, making the things observable (to humans). For the time being, this classical physics version of cosmology seems to be more than sufficient to describe the prevailing Universe. The antiHermitian physics, where the implied energy is negative with imaginary momentum (in the perspective of the Hermitian physics)-turning objects non-observable-is to be scrapped as being nonphysical. But could there be a higher level ramification of Dirac's escapade for these non-observables (to humans)? As if in retort, the so-called dark matter and energy-the non-observables (to humans)-emerged in the major (96%) constituents of the Universe.
With this phenomenal divulgence, the relevance of the Hermitean-antiHermitean symmetry physics in the quantum theory version of cosmology is firmly established, rendering the standard theory like trying to explain quantum phenomena by classical physics. The history is repeating itself. The once seemingly self-sufficient classical physics needed to be expanded into the quantum physics to explain the atomic phenomena. Now, the classic physics version of cosmology needs to be expanded into the quantum physics version of cosmology, commensurately incorporating the quantum symmetric counter part, the (non-observable to human) antiHermitean physics that goes hand in hand with (non-observable to human) dark matter and energy.
According to the cosmology of symmetric quantum physics, the Hermitean physics and antiHermitian physics in the generalized space-time are generically equivalent with their observability roles reversible, leading to the symmetric edifice of two Universes-the RHS Universe and the LHS Universe in unbiased terms [1] . The antiHermitian physics of the imaginary momentum (i.e. negative energy) in the RHS Universe switches to the Hermitean physics of the real momentum (i.e. positive energy) in the LHS Universe, the non-observable dark matter and energy (to humans) in the RHS Universe becoming not only observable (in accord with the archetypal physical law-e.g., the Lorentz transformation-to the putative observers) but also interacting in the LHS Universe.
The dark constituents of the quantum cosmology have now staked their claim, and there are similarities and purposeful differences in nature and the processes are implemented in the two Universes. For example, the dark matter charge interaction creates the dark energy in the LHS Universe in symmetry with a phenomenon in the RHS Universe, viz, the charged particle interactions that create the electromagnetic energy.
The dark matter (and energy) are the permanently coupling baryon plasma with its unique interaction mechanisms in the LHS Universe, whereupon the primary dark energy productions arise from the pair annihilation and the charge clumping of the dark matter in the expanding Universe [1] . With the dark matter interaction that produces the repulsive dark energy in the normal setting of the expanding Uinverse, the dark matter distending propensity-intensifying into the rebounding propensity at local dark matter compressions-is one of the inevitable consequences in the symmetric quantum physics [1] . In the abnormal circumstance of, for example, the galaxy cluster collisions, the strained head-on collision of dark matter could lead to an anomalous consequence predicted [1], and so observed in the intricacy of the Abell 520 [21] .
The interactions gradually transform the dark matter into the dark energy in conservation of matter/energy, and simulates the Cosmological Constant at precisely observed value [1, also see §8]. The standard theory, on the other hand, continues to hinge on the vacuum energy that is too large by the catastrophic factor of 10
120
. Moreover, there is no evidence that the vacuum fluctuations exist to fill the entire Universe in the absence of matter [22] .
There is a clear division of labor between the visible and dark families of matter and energy with complementary roles in the governing of the Universe. For one, the big-bang inflation in the quantum cosmology was entirely powered by the intense concentration of repulsive dark energy generated by the dark matter interaction. The dark energy is reabsorbed by the dark matter during the inflation, which naturally slowed down. By contrast, the standard theory postulates an unseemly two-fold (or more) scalar field interaction, one for the inflation, and the other for flagging it down [23; see p. 77]. The residual matter and energy in the volume V b would come alive, acting as a "hard globule" with its effective mass in ratio  to the impending black hole mass to be determined by the Einstein-Friedmann Equation [27] , i.e.,
The Black Hole and Hard Globule
The hard globule now establishes its own Schwarzschild sphere of radius, 
The mass and energy inside the sphere of radius b R  are trapped to form the host galaxy-lying outside the hard globule of radius R b -without suffering a gravitational collapse. The collapsing visible matter toward the destined black hole core would inflame the dark matter rebounding propensity in radial course and, for certain range of f (in the big-bang time t = 10 f ), the dark matter and energy (that are perpetually coupled [1]) would swerve and hurtle out of the hard globule. The visible matter inside the sphere of radius R b then completes its collapse into a black hole, while the trapped matter and energy inside the sphere of radius b R  form the embryonic galaxy around it. Based on this proposition-the "hard globule model," derived from the the symmetric quantum physics of the Universe [1], not conjectured-this paper explicates not only the general galaxy-black hole correlation, but also the variety of confounding phenomena shrouding the subject.
The dark matter and energy so emanating out of the hard globule would tarry around the black hole and exert to it a portentous influence, by enhancing the gravity and rotational torque, on the developing accretion dynamics. In time, the trapped dark matter in the galaxy, driven by the distending propensity, redistributes to form the galactic halo, explaining why the black hole and the dark matter halo at the early epoch grew together, but why the standoffish dark matter halo would not subsequently influence the evolving of the black hole. Here, the formation of black holes and galaxies (with stars) is simple and straightforward, and resolves-with appropriate inferences-the exigent puzzles: "downsizing problem", "invariant galaxy problem", "core-cusp problem", "dark matter emergence problem," "missing satellite problem," and more.
Development of the Galaxy-Black Hole Correlation
The dark matter and energy in the Universe at 380,000 year is determined to be 
This total dark matter and energy at 380,000 year was verified by the QUaD data [28] .
The densities in Equation (8) 
which also give the same d,total  of Equation (9) . The  dm thus gradually transforms into de  , changing from those of Equation (8) to those of current Equation (10), with the conservation of the total dark matter and energy through the history of the expanding Universe.
On the other hand, the tempering of dm  and de  of Equation (8) at 380,000 year by Equation (6) 
as in fact so determined by the five (and three)-year WMAP data [29] . Between the WMAP data in Equation (8A) at 380,000 year and those in Equation (10) of today blatantly violates the total dark matter and energy conservation in the Universe. Moreover, the dark matter dominated dynamics without dark energy is inadequate to administer the intricate primordial Universe (see §6). According to Equation (8), the dark energy is so plentiful and pervasive that the (visible) photons released upon recombination around 380,000 year would be largely homogenized, the mark of the unfolding galaxies delicately imprinted on the CMB.
In the standard theory, the galaxy formations is yet to begin from the nigh homogeneous footloose gasses, whereupon the dark matter rebounding propensity would make the task difficult, taking billions of years for the chore in variance with the observation.
The approximation by extrapolation indicates that 
The densities of Equation (11) 

The size ratio of the developing black hole and the nascent galaxy manifested by Equation (7) is remarkably small-"a jack ball: a basketball"-and the gravitational force of the hard globule could forcefully reach out to its Scwartschild radius b R  , and wrest the matter/energy in it intactto form the host galaxy around the black hole.
The rapidly rotating embryonic galaxies, being culled off from the environs, would eventually establish their dynamic stability in the expanding Universe.
The predicted mini-sized primordial quark black hole [30] has never been realized. However, the observation of the dark dwarf galaxy of mass   What really happens in the post-inflation big-bang, however, might not be that simple and categorical as projected above. The increasing number of large galaxy-black hole duos would disturb the post-inflation big-bang ambiance for 2,crit f f , and gradually subdue their additional autonomous formations. The galaxy-black hole duo production efficiency then could peak, say, around or
, building up to it from 1,crit or f  0 .2 b 10  4.0 9.5 ), then tapering off from it toward 2,crit or f  b 10  ). It is possible that some additionally heavier duos might have been produced via mergers of those autonomous duos. Because the Equation (13) is independent of b, the mergers of the duos that increase their size would maintain their indigenous mass correlation ratio. This guarantees the realization of the observed super-massive and ultra-massive black holes in the early Universe [6, 7] .
The similar aberration might also happen earlier in reverse time direction from 1,crit as well. If the looming black hole-hard globule interaction in the big-bang buckles prematurely in the very high density configuration in f < f 1,crit , the electric resistivity of the dark plasma matter in the hard globule would skyrocket, precipitously piling up the dark energy [1]. The hard globule would implode.
f The implosions at the extreme high densities { vm  , dm  , de  } in the earlier part of this duration (perhaps, around f 1.5) would be so powerful that the impending galaxy portion could be swept away with the incipient core black hole in the upheaval disarranging to form the globular clusters, the comparatively simple, yet very poorly understood phenomenon in the standard theory. This solves the mystery of why the globular clusters, really the wrecks of inchoate (visible matter) black holes, do not contain much dark matter [33, 34] , emerging with high density visible matter. Moreover, the globular clusters that stopped short of becoming the black hole before the formation of the dark dwarf galaxies with black hole mass of , would have (see Figure 1 ) total visible masses in the range of (10 5 -10 4 ) as so in fact observed [35] .
The destructive effect of the implosion would mitigate in time as f → f 1,crit , and the scuffling inside the hard globule could disarray the prospect black hole and the galaxy into globular clusters, harboring massive core (like M15) [36] . This may explains why the globular clusters, their boundary becoming disconcerted, act in ways like the compact dwarf galaxies [37] , along the way providing the sporadic exposition of the intermediate-mass black holes [5] .
The globular clusters that emerged as very high density congregations of the visible matter could form the stars in the primordial time (see §7). This explains why the globular clusters are observed at high enough redshifts even to appear to be 15 billion years old (as if older than the age of the Universe [38] ), saliently verifying that they must in fact have been born in the post-inflation big-bang.
The globular clusters so created would roam the space to be subsequently pulled into the nearby galactic spaces-sometimes pulled from dwarf galaxies to larger galaxies-in numbers proportional to the gravitational pull from the galaxy mass which is correlated to the black hole mass. This explains why the globular clusters spread in the galactic space in numbers proportional to the black hole mass [39] . The fact that globular clusters are produced independent of the large galaxies is confirmed by the observation that about half (40%) of them are moving independently in opposite direction from the Milky Way Galaxy rotation [40] .
Baseline Mass Correlation
The trapped visible matter inside the Schwarzschild radius b R  would manifest the host galaxy, yielding for the (elliptical) galaxy-black hole mass correlation,
Equation (13) agrees with the observed ratio of Equation (1), which must be more than a fortuitous coincidence, providing the validity to the density estimations of Equation (8) as well as Equation (11) .
The observable masses both in the black holes and galaxies are immutable and, aside from the accretion effect from the surroundings, the mass correlation lasts.
The dark matter, however, transforms into dark energy, changing from dm The baseline mass correlation between the black hole and the (elliptical) galaxy duos is shown in Figure 2 for {} = {2.5, 3.0, 3.5} corresponding to  6.8,10,14.7
The General Galaxy-Black Hole Correlation
The discrepancies between the densities in Equation (8) 
. he galaxy forming post-infla
The dynamic environ of t tion big-bang may actually subject it to a significant time (and location) dependent diversification from the specific densities of Equation (8) . The F respectively, the forces pulling inward and pushing outward in the forming galaxies.
With   1, the galaxies would be primaril f Equation (
pull and F push here represent, y elliptical [41] to give the special mass correlation of Equation (1). The correlations would be generalized with the inclusive  that embraces all possible situation in the post-inflan big-bang. For  > 1, likely during the later period in the big-bang, the ratio M g /M b in Table 1 is very sensitive to the modification in indicating that a small local tweak in de tio  in the big-bang turmoil could reduce M g /M b by a large ratio. This trend might be enhanced because, with a weaker F pull /F push , the enfolding of the matter to the galaxy would be weakened. This dumbfounding prediction has been verified by the observations of the unusually small M g /M b   [42] as well as the super-massive black holes in the small galaxies [43] .
With the ongoing turmoil of galaxy-black hole duos fo he the forces F pull and F push over the ex rmation in the post-inflation big-bang in the later time, the repulsive dark energy in F pull /F push → 1.0 could expel the significant portion of dark matter along with a certain portion of the visible matter out of the galaxy. This in effect could generate new genre of low dark matter density dwarf galaxies in stark contrast to the regular dwarf galaxies produced earlier with high dark matter density. This low dark matter dwarf galaxies would bear a certain resemblance in the star formation to the much smaller globular clusters formed in earlier time with sparse dark matter in it (see §7).
The Table 1 . The main mover to the super spin was determined to be the core-collapse process itself [44] , and the cause of fast rotation of a star proved to be its heavy mass at its formation [45] . The rapid increase of F torq as nova  decreases from 1   would cause the observed faste otations to the ne orming, very heavy galaxies. With rapid rotation, because of the ce r r wly f ntrifugal force, the vertical radius of rotating visible matter around the rotational axis can be stabilized. While the dark matter overall settles in the halo by the distending propensity, dark energy density  de;mod . e visible matter would be pulled inward by gravity partablishes the long searched-after mech period in the post-inflation big-bang w eration of the visible matter to of Equation (8A) with th allel to the rotational axis. The visible matter would in time flatten out perpendicular to the rotational axis, forming the spiral disks. But the increase of the visible matter density toward the disk also locally attract and enhance dark matter density, whereupon its rebounding propensity would slow and stop the further contraction of the disk thickness.
The foregoing es anism for the formation of the spiral galaxies, including the Milky Way Galaxy that, with considerably larger than the typical M g /M b of Equation (1), had led a relatively quiet existence at least for about 10 billions year [46] . This course of spiral galaxy formation may explain why the rotation velocity of the stars in the inner regions is comparable to that at much larger distance where the dark matter dominates, solving "the Disk-halo Conspiracy problem" [47] .
During the earlier hen the black hole size was relatively small, a reduction in could also have made a sensitive change in the culminating spiral galaxy configurations. The galaxy bulges here are generated mostly by the visible matter portion inside the filing column of radius R b that moves toward the core parallel to the rotational axis. The bulge size, M g,bulge , would thus be only a portion of the galaxy mass M g . Because the increased centrifugal force would push the matter outwards, the M g,bulge may become prostrated as the galaxy rotational velocity increases, and the spiral galaxy with modest bulges could be formed with certain mid-weight black holes. The culminating agglom ward the core would be hardier for a larger black hole, eventually leading to spirals that wrap around the black hole tighter as so observed [48] . With high F pull /F push , the trend could be enhanced with greater accretion of intergalactic gasses into the galaxies.
The standard theory densities de 0   in essence provides the one variable ( dm  ) dyfor the early Universe, and fails to deftly cribe velopment. The densities of Equation (8) with substantial dark energy sojourning as determined by the symmetric quantum physics [1], in contrast, tender the two-variable ( dm de , namics des the observed correlation for the galaxy-black hole de-  ) dynamics to aptly explicate the observed generalized galaxy-black hole development. The analysis here is ily exploratory (at the most using the hand calculator), yet it can explain practically every aspect of the pertinent dynamics (the criterion for a correct theory), the details of which can be worked out from the germane framework physics established here (likely using the super-computers.) What actually happens is completely antithetical. The globular clusters devoid of dark matter have largely com ted the star formation, while the dark galaxy flooded with dark matter has failed to form stars [49] . This again indicates that the dark matter is not the primary agency in the star formation; the stars can not only be formed without much aid of the dark matter [33] , but its profuse presence may hinder their formation.
Formation
The observed particulars in the star formation in fact proved to be not a fueling question so m n puzzle, the "fizzle problem" [50] . The physics behind this aberration in the star formation is the dark matter rebounding propensity: although the appropriate density dark matter can aid the collection of the visible matter for star formations, the compression of it into denser than certain limit of it could divert the process with more production and local trapping of the repulsive dark energy.
The visual matter thus cools and, if the dark matter rebounding propensity is not pervasive, its self-gravity could become the primary force for the star formations.
The formation of stars in the galaxies would thus require
where dm,crit  a is a critical dark m cal dom in. This stipulation for th satisfied in the early Universe, an ation is initially prevented because atter density in the loe formation of the stars in the galaxies-unthinkable in terms of the standard theory-has actually been upheld by the recent experimental observation [51] , where the galaxies need only one-tenth of the dark matter to sustain star formation than predicted by the standard theories.
In the large galaxies with low  dm (see Figure 1) , the condition Equation (19) is d the primary star formations are in the main consummated.
In the dwarf galaxies of high dark matter densities, the star form dm dm,crit >   Although the expansion of the Universe dilutes ρ dm toward dm,crit  , they would take time to cross o fy condition Equation (19) .
The dark and regular dwarf galaxies with very high initial dark matter densities ma ver to satis- encounters another galaxy, however, the dark matter in it may suffer a sudden dispersion, switching satisfy the condition Equation (19) . The dwarf galaxy then lights up in starburst. This might be how the Messier 82 shines even though it is relatively puny in both size and mass compared to its big partner Messier 81 [52] .
The star formation depletes the free gas in the galaxies, and continuation of it requires enough ga over to s to remain in dark energy, the visible matter mass re e other paradigm. They are roughly same size with high dark matter density dwarf galaxies, but th ould facilely move to satisfy the criterion of Equations (19) and (20) with expansion of the Universe. This enables them to start forming the stars at very high rate earlier, solving the observed puzzle of why the newly found dwarf galaxies of low dark matter densities were making batches of stars at much more intense rate than the simulated results [53] .
While the dark matter mass gradually decreases by transforming into mains the same, and dm vm   decreases in time. For 1   , where the galaxies are elliptical, the dm vm   was already low in the early iverse, and the star forn began earlier. of why m rgers give rise to the starbursts, while other mergers switch off the star flourishing galaxies into grave yards of stars [54] . The beauty of the cogent criteria, Equations (19) and (20), is their simplicity in the extremely complicated situations that requires further ramification. It has been shown that the dark matter was not the prim agency for the formation of black holes and galaxies the open Universe as assumed by the standard theory, but the "hard globules" in the post-inflation big-bang were. It is no surprising that the comparable blunders persist into the star formation, where it was experimentally determined that-as betokened by Equation (19)-only one tenth of dark matter is required for the star formation than the amount determined to be needed by the standard theory [51] .
Observation
The observational verifications of the predictions by the symmetr nge of subject matters. The prolific number of supermassive black holes [55] [56] [57] along with large galaxies [9, 11, 58, 59] have been observed to emerge as if they came straight out of the big-bang. The age of the metalpoor star HE1523-0901 is 13.2 billion years, nearly as old as the Universe itself [60] .
The evidence is reinforced by the recent observations of the luminous quasar in a ve e galaxy cluster in early Universe that is unexpectedly mature [61] .
The robust star-burst galaxies with SFR of up to 4,000 stars per year ified, institutes a unremitting space mobility toward th t this rate, the galaxies need only 50 million years to grow into those equivalent to the most massive ones observed today. Moreover, opposite to what is conventionally expected, the stellar birthrate in the early baby-boom galaxies is much higher in the centers of the galaxies than at the edges [63] , indicating the dark matter distending propensity in action for the early realization of the dark matter halo.
For all that, some of the extremely massive galaxyblack hole duos cou ergers of the large (but relatively smaller) seed duos, maintaining the indigenous mass correlation. A sizable portion of matter and energy must also have emerged from the big-bang undifferentiated. It has been observed that a substantial amount of intergalactic gasses have been drawn into the galaxies during the long history of the expanding Universe, and this may help resolve the paradox of why today's large galaxies haven't yet run out of the gas for the belated star formation.
The Universe in the standard theory emerges from the big-bang as the most uniform, homogen d smooth soup of matter conceivable [64] , and the galaxy formations would take billions of years. Moreover, with the densities of Equation (8A) in the early Universe-of the low dark matter distribution with the zero vacuum derived dark energy-it is impossible that the Universe could make the dynamic shifts to end up today as sheets and filaments of galaxy clusters encompassing great voids.
On the other hand, the predictions by symmetric quantum physics o servation of the massive galaxies in the fog of time and distance in the primordial Universe, seemingly formed quickly but surprisingly peacefully, without having to invoke much violent mergers and galaxy interactions [65] . And the bountiful dark matter and energy of Equation (8) could again be the viable rejoinder for the governing dynamics in the primordial Universe.
The seeds of galaxies produced in close proximity of each other in the compact post-inflation big-ban aintain the gravitational linkages in clusters. The pulling (visible and hesitant dark) matter would heap toward the heavier core. The repulsive dark energy along the distending dark matter, deliberately being dispelled to the fringe of diluted matter densities, would in time form a halo around the clusters. This mass polarization would in turn generate the power polarization, the dark energy pushing the galaxies from outside to make the clusters stay together [66] , while visible matter and a significant portion of dark matter compacting in the inner side, some spreading into the safe-haven around the cluster core [67] .
The dark energy halo around the clusters, gradually intens e massively congregating neighbors to shuffle the early Universe into the swarming clusters. Such an uneven clumping of the dark energy (at least in the early Universe) is not completely ruled out [68] . The innately repulsive dark energy (of the equation of state de w 1   ) would in time spread out in the expanding Universe without an over-and-above energy enervation, s g the Cosmological Constant [1] .
Almost everything in the cosmos, including the galaxy clusters, seems to be rotating wa imulatin y too fast [69] . The origi Clusters t the heory cannot consistently explain. While bule model" derived from the symmetric quantu such high st globular cluster without the dark matter (w cr matter density dwarf ga 0 -10 in proportion to the core black hole n of the rotation must be in their formation, their overall rotations in the Universe balancing out, one portion rotating one way, the other portion in the opposite direction. Certain lateral thrusts, something like the Magnus force [70] , could cause the rotation aligned clusters to proceed toward the same area in the early Universe, potentially eventuating-working along the gravity and the polarizing mobile dark energy forces-in the amazingly constricted structure observed today in the Universe.
The Incidental Predictions for Globular
There are many observationally established results tha standard t there are vast research literature (derived via super computers) claiming success on individual problems based on situation specific artifices, the large pictures is usually not addressed; the cross-referencing of particular solution to other problems is rarely if ever successfully attempted [71] . To validate a theory, however, all related phenomena should be inclusively elucidated from a basic proposition.
The general galaxy-black hole correlation based on the "hard glo m physics of the Universe [1], in contrast, works inclusively, elucidating even those extraneous subjects as well, e.g., the globular clusters. Their existence was incidentally emanated in this paper with following anomalous properties in agreement with the observation: 1) What are the globular clusters? 2) How the globular clusters are created with ellar density? 3) Why dark matter is sparse in the globular clusters? 4) How the hose gravity is considered to be instrumental for eating the stars in the standard theory) created stars almost as old as the Universe itself? 5) Why globular clusters act in ways like the dwarf galaxies, especially those low dark laxies? 6) Why globular clusters are primarily in the mass range of (1 4 5 ) M ⊙ ? 7) Why the globular clusters are spread in the galaxies, its number crudely 
Conclusion
Based on the cosmology sics, the general gal phydeveloped, providing remarkably inclusive and far-reaching elucidations and predictions on the developing Universe in agreement with the experimental data. Such consistent accordance in the wide range of subject matters cannot be fortuitous coincidences, and this paper concludes that the neophyte theory has proved itself to be fundamentally true and correct.
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